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Just Breathe

 Notice your Breath

 Belly breathing:  Sit in a comfortable position feet flat on the 

floor. Put a smile on your face.

 Put one hand on your belly just below your ribs and the other 

hand on your chest.

 Take a deep breath in through your nose, and let your belly 

push your hand out. Your chest should not move.

 Breathe out through mouth, pull belly button back toward the 

spine and up under the rib cage.

4-7-8 Breathing

Pranamaya (Yoga Breathing)
Balance and Rejuvenate the Body, Mind, and Spirit



 Stress accounts for 75-90% of all primary care visits in the 

US (National Institute for Occupational Safety and 

Health)

 Most Illness is stress related

Caused by stress

 Aggravated by stress

Creates more stress

 Stress is the #1 reason that people eat poorly and quit 

healthy lifestyle programs.

Stress



Simple Yoga Poses to reduce 
stress

Corpse Pose/ 

Shavasana (yoga) 

or Floating pose 

(Qi Gong)

Lowers cortisol helps burn fat

Decreases anger, frustration, 

anxiety, fear, and HBP 

Practice breathing 

techniques while 
in these postures

Knees to Chest
Apanasana

Childs Pose

Balasana

Helps to relieve stress and fatigue.

Increases blood circulation.



Hand Mudras

Patience

Energizing
Healing

Calm 

Acceptance



Triple Warmer Smoothie

 Place your fingers at your temples. Hold for one deep 

breath, breathing in through your nose and out 
through your mouth;

 On another deep breath, slowly slide your fingers up 

and around your ears, smoothing the skin while 

maintaining some pressure;

 On the out breath, slide your fingers down and 

behind your neck and hang them on your shoulders;

 Push your fingers into your shoulders, and when you 
are ready drag them over the top of your shoulders 

and smooth them to the middle of your chest over 

your heart.

 When balanced: Kindhearted, stable mind and 
emotion of joy



Bach Flowers

Flower essences are liquid, 

potentized plant 

preparations which carry a 

distinct imprint of a specific 

flower. The remedies are 

designed to help transform 

emotions, attitudes, or 

patterns of behavior which 

hinder our full development 

or potential.

Rescue Remedy is a Bach 

flower designed for acute 

times of stress.



Essential Oils

Essential oils have a profound effect on the level of stress your are 

experiencing. Relaxation, limbic system  stimulation, immune 

support, mood, digestion, and pain reduction are among the 
many uses of essential oils. 

The following are a few of the relaxing oils:

Basil: lessens anxiety

Bergamot: Calming

Frankincense: relaxing, antidepressant

Jasmine: uplifting, relaxes nervous exhaustion, 
and anxiety

Lavender:  relaxant, promotes sleep

Marjoram: lowers BP, calms the nerves

Patchouli: Grounding, balance emotions
Petitgrain: Promotes sleep, relaxant

Spikenard: Calms, relaxes

Vetiver: Calming and grounding

Ylang Ylang: Calms and lifts mood



Relaxing Modalities



Feed Your Spirit



Relax and Energize

 Start on chest near shoulders, under collar bones(grief, 

fear/anxiety)

 Arms: Ht 3 (decrease agitation, , increase memory) Lu 5 
(decrease discouragement)

 wrists: increase energy decrease stress) 

 Shoulders ( clears thinking)

 Stop: close eyes, breathe 3X

 Backside: start on LB to tail bone (hormone balance)

 Down  outside of legs then up inner to hip bones; LB again

 Knees: GB 34, ( decrease aggressiveness, anger, resentment) St 

36 (decrease fatigue), Ki 3 (increase energy) SP 9 (decreases 

stress)

 Hips 

 Stop Breather 3x

 Shake!

 Hands to Belly, Breathe



Laughter



Thank You!


